The Society for Vascular Surgery and SVS members in the news.


"If You are Skilled, Passionate and Committed, You Would Make a Great Vascular Surgeon." Media Planet, August 2019

"Lab-Grown Blood Vessels Could Be Big Medical Advance." Bluegrass OB/GYN, March 28, 2019

"VQI Study Shows Similar Outcomes for TCAR Versus CEA, With Lower CNI and OR Time." Endovascular Today, Nov. 20, 2018

"Who Should I Turn to for Vascular Surgery?" US News, Oct. 9, 2018

"Reliable New Risk-Scoring Tool Developed to Guide Decisions for rAAA Patients," Endovascular Today, Sept. 25, 2018

"SVS Publishes New Guidelines for Follow-Up Imaging After Vascular Procedures." Endovascular Today, July 31, 2018

"Vietnam doctor connected a generation of surgeons, two of them at MUSC." Charleston, S.C. Post and Courier, May 27, 2018

"Englewood Hospital’s Dr. Herbert Dardik Reflects on a Lifetime of Achievements." Jewish Link of New Jersey, Feb. 1, 2018

"Why the Risk for Amputations Jumps if You are Poor and Have Diabetes." USNews, Aug. 1, 2017

"EVAS FORWARD IDE: Updated instructions for EVAR device confer improved outcomes." Cardiology Today’s Intervention. June 20, 2017


"VQI confirms improvements in vascular practice. " PM360, Feb. 1, 2017

"Diabetics can keep disease complications at bay. " UPI.com, Nov. 29, 2016.


"Answers to your FAQs about Diabetes and Leg Artery Disease." Everyday Health. Nov. 16, 2015